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Abstrat. We investigate the dynami impat of heterogeneous environments on
superdiusive random walks known as Lévy ights. We devote partiular attention to
the relative weight of soure and target loations on the rates for spatial displaements
of the random walk. Unlike ordinary random walks whih are slowed down for all
values of the relative weight of soure and target, non-loal superdiusive proesses
show distint regimes of attenuation and aeleration for inreased soure and target
weight, respetively. Consequently, spatial inhomogeneities an failitate the spread of
superdiusive proesses, in ontrast to ommon belief that external disorder generally
slows down stohasti proesses. Our results are based on a novel type of frational
Fokker-Plank equation whih we investigate numerially and by perturbation theory
for weak disorder.
Submitted to: New Journal of Physis
A partile performing ordinary diusion is typially haraterized by spatiotemporal
saling relation |X(t)| ∼ t1/2. An inreasing number of physial and biologial
systems are in onit with this relation and exhibit anomalous diusion. Whenever
|X(t)| ∼ t1/µ with an exponent 0 < µ < 2 a system is said to exhibit superdiusive
behavior. Superdiusion was disovered in a wide range of systems, for instane haoti
dynamial systems [1℄, partiles in turbulent ows [2℄, saadi eye movements [3℄,
trajetories of foraging animals [4℄, and very reently in the geographi dispersal of
bank notes [5℄.
Theoretially, superdiusion is often aounted for by sale free random walks
known as Lévy ights for whih suessive spatial displaements ∆x are drawn from
a probability density funtion (pdf) with an algebrai tail, i.e. p(∆x) ∼ |∆x|−d−µ,
where d is the spatial dimension and the Lévy exponent µ < 2, suh that the variane of
∆x is divergent [6℄. Embedded in the ontext of ontinuous time random walks (CTRW)
one an show that the dynamis of the pdf of nding a superdiusive partile at position
x at time t is governed by a frational generalization of the diusion equation,
∂tp(x, t) = Dµ∆
µ/2p(x, t), (1)
in whih the ordinary Laplaian ∆ is replaed by the frational operator ∆µ/2, a non-
loal integral operator, the ation of whih is equivalent to a multipliation by −|k|µ in
Fourier spae. The onstant Dµ is the generalized diusion oeient.
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A proess governed by Eq. (1) is spatially homogeneous and isotropi, as the
probability rate w(y|x) of a displaement from x to y depends only on distane, i.e.
w(y|x) ∝ |x− y|−(d+µ).
Numerous random proesses, however, our on spatially disordered substrates
or evolve in the presene of quenhed spatial inhomogeneities. Depending on the
underlying physial or biologial system, one obtains various generalizations of (1)
whih inorporate the spatial struture. In the generalized Langevin approah [7, 8, 9℄ an
additional fore term−∇F on the right hand side of (1) aounts for an external position
dependent fore eld F (x). In topologially superdiusive systems, suh as intersegment
transfer of gene regulatory enzymes on DNA strands [10, 11, 12℄, the transition rate is
modied by a Boltzmann fator, i.e. w(y|x) ∝ |x− y|−(d+µ)× exp−β[V (y)− V (x)]/2,
where V (x) is a position dependent potential and β an inverse temperature. In
subordinated superdiusive proesses, an ordinary diusion proess subjeted to an
external fore is sampled at highly variable operational time intervals [13℄. All three
systems exhibit very dierent response properties to the imposed spatial struture [14℄,
but onverge to the same Fokker-Plank equation in the limit of ordinary diusion.
Here we investigate the dynami impat of heterogeneous environments and devote
partiular attention to the relative impat of soure and target loations on the rates
w(x|y) for spatial displaements of the random walk (see Fig.1). We dene the spatial
inhomogeneity in terms of the attrativity or saliene s(x) > 0 of a loation x. For large
and small values of s(x), the loation x is attrative and unattrative, respetively. We
assume that in equilibrium a walker's stationary probability p⋆(x) of being at a loation
x is proportional to the saliene at x, i.e. p⋆(x) ∝ s(x). In that respet, the saliene eld
an be dened operationally as the likelyhood of nding a walker at site x. Furthermore
we assume that a transition from y to x is more likely to our when the saliene is
large at the target loation x, and less likely to our when the saliene is large at the
soure loation y. This leads to a transition rate
w(x|y) = 1
τ
sc(x)f(|x− y|)sc−1(y), (2)
where τ is a time onstant and the sandwihed term f(|x − y|) ∝ |x − y|−(d+µ) with
0 < µ ≤ 2 aounts for Lévy ight jump lengths. Inserting (2) into the master equation
∂tp(x, t) =
∫
dyw(x|y)p(y, t)− w(y|x)p(y, t) (3)
one an see that detailed balane is fulllled and that the stationary solution if it exists
is proportional to the saliene. The entral parameter in our analysis is the weight
parameter 0 ≤ c ≤ 1, whih quanties the relative impat of soure and target saliene
on the dynamis. When c = 1 a transition y → x only depends on the saliene at the
target site and is independent of the saliene at the soure, when c = 0 the saliene of the
target site has no inuene on the transition and the rate is dereased with inreasing
saliene at the soure. The intermediate ase c = 1/2 is equivalent to topologial
superdiusion approah with a saliene given by a Boltzmann fator s(x) = e−βV (x).
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Figure 1. Random walk proesses in inhomogeneous saliene elds s(x) in two (a)
and one (b) dimensions. Soure and target loations of a random jump are denoted
by y and x, respetively.
In ombination with the rate (2) the master (3) is equivalent to the frational
Fokker-Plank equation
∂tp = Ds
c∆µ/2s(c−1)p−Dp sc−1∆µ/2sc, (4)
where p = p(x, t), s = s(x) and D is a generalized diusion oeient. The frational
Laplaian is dened by
∆µ/2f(x) = Cµ
∫
dy
f(y)− f(x)
|x− y|d+µ
with Cµ = 2µpi−n/2Γ((µ + n)/2)/Γ(−µ/2). In Fourier spae ∆µ/2 orresponds to
multipliation by −|k|µ: F{∆µ/2f}(k) = −|k|µF{f}(k). Note that the frational
Fokker-Plank (4) is equivalent to a number of known stohasti proesses for spei
hoies of the parameters c and µ. For instane when s(k) = const (4) is equivalent to
free superdiusion, i.e. (1), when c = 1/2 and µ = 2, (4) reads ∂tp = −∇F p + ∆p,
with F (x) = −V ′(x) and V (x) = −β−1 log s(x), i.e. diusion in an external fore
eld. When c = 0, (4) reads ∂tp = D∆
µ/2p/s, whih is equivalent to generalized
multipliative Langevin dynamis for the proess X(t), i.e. dX = D(X)dLµ with
D(X) =
√
2(exp βV (X)/2)/D and Lµ(t) is a homogeneous Lévy stable proess.
In the following we investigate the relaxation properties of one dimensional
proesses governed by the frational Fokker-Plank equation (4). It is onvenient to
make a transformation of variables ψ = s1/2p and rewrite the dynamis as a generalized
Shrï¾
1
2
inger equation ∂tψ = Hψ with a Hamiltonian
Hψ = sc−1/2∆µ/2sc−1/2ψ − ψsc−1∆µ/2sc (5)
possessing idential spetral properties.
We model inhomogeneities as saliene elds of the type s = exp(−εv), where
v = v(x) is a random potential with zero mean and unit variane. The parameter
ε > 0 quanties the strength of the inhomogeneity. Typially, inhomogeneities posses a
spatial orrelation length. For v we hose random phase potentials dened by
v(x) =
1
2pi
∫
dkφ(k)eiθ(k)−ikx. (6)
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Here the phase θ(k) is uniformly distributed on the interval (0, 2pi] and the amplitude
is given by the orrelation spetrum S(k), φ(k)φ(k′) = 2piS(k)δ(k − k′), whih we
hose to be Gaussian with a orrelation length ξ: S(k) = 2ξ exp(−k2ξ2/pi). For small
ε we an expand (5) up to the seond order and obtain a Hamiltonian of the form
H = ∆µ/2 + Uˆ whih we an treat perturbation theoretially to obtain a spetrum of
the form E(k) ≈ −Dµ,c(k; ε)|k|µ. Here Dµ,c(k; ε) desribes the relaxation properties
on the orresponding sale length λ = k−1. In the limit of vanishing potential the
generalized diusion oeient is idential to the diusion oeient D of the free
system. Typially, a random spatial inhomogeneity slows down a random proess, and
one generally expets Dµ,c(k; ε) to be smaller than Dµ,c(k; ε = 0). Up to the seond
order in ε we obtain
Dµ,c(k; ε)/D = 1− ε2Gµ,c(k), (7)
where Gµ,c(k) =
1
2π
∫
dqS(q)gµ,c(k/q) and
gµ,c(z) = − 2(c− 1/2)2 + 1
zµ
{
2c(c− 1)− (c− 1/2)2(|1− z|µ + |1 + z|µ)
+ [(c− 1/2)(zµ + |1 + z|µ)− c]2/(|1 + z|µ − zµ)
+ [(c− 1/2)(zµ + |1− z|µ)− c]2/(|1− z|µ − zµ)
}
(8)
The limit k → 0 yields the long sale asymptotis for the proess for whih we
obtain
Gµ,c(0) =
{
1/2− c2, 0 < µ < 2,
1/2 + 2c2, µ = 2,
(9)
This result indiates that with inreasing inuene of the target saliene (inreasing
values of c) superdiusive proesses (µ < 2) exhibit the opposite behavior as ordinary
diusion proesses (µ = 2). As c is inreased Gµ,c(0) inreases as well for ordinary
diusion, whih means that these proesses are attenuated more strongly. Quite ontrary
to superdiusive proesses, for whih a more pronouned target inuene dereases
Gµ,c(0). This implies that slowing down of superdiusive proesses beomes weaker
as the target weight in the rates is inreased. Note also that for weak potentials the
magnitude of this aeleration is independent of the Lévy exponent µ, see Fig.2. Only
when c = 0, and target saliene has no impat on the transition rate, all proesses are
slowed down by the same amount, i.e. Gµ,0(0) = 1/2.
Note that, as c is inreased for µ < 2, the funtion Gµ,c(0) even beomes negative
for c > ccrit = 1/
√
2. This implies that these proesses are no longer slowed down by the
spatial inhomogeneity but rather aelerated, as a negative value for Gµ,c(0) implies a
diusion oeient larger than the one for free superdiusion, i.e. Dµ,c(k → 0; ε) > D.
Consequently, the ommon notion that random proesses are typially slowed down by
spatial inhomogeneities is not valid when superdiusive proesses are involved.
For large ε we omputed the generalized diusion oeient Dµ,c(ε) numerially for
three periodi and one random phase potential: a osine potential v(x) =
√
2 cos(x/λ),
a potential with loalized potential minima and one with loalized potential peaks, for
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Figure 2. The impat of soure and target loation on the asymtotis of random walk
proesses. The generalized diusion oeient depends quadratially on the magnitude
εof the inhomogeneity: Dµ,c = 1 − Gµ,c(0)ε2. The pre-fator Gµ,c(0) quanties the
impat of the spatial inhomogeneity, i.e. when Gµ,c(0) > 0 the proess is slowed down,
when Gµ,c(0) < 0 the proess is aelerated. The two lines depit Gµ,c(0) as a funtion
of the weight parameter c for ordinary diusion (µ = 2, upper line) and Lévy ights
(µ < 2, lower line). As  is inreased (inreasing weight of the target loation), ordinary
diusion is slowed down more strongly ontrary to Lévy ights for whih attenuation
dereases until a ritial value of ccrit = 1/
√
2 is reahed (denoted by small irle).
Beyond this point Lévy ights are aelerated by the external inhomogeneity.
whih v(x) = ±a cosγ(x/λ) + b (a, b > 0, γ = 32), and a potential dened by (6) with a
gaussian spetrum. The results are depited in Fig.3.
For c = 0 (i.e. full weight of soure loation) the proesses in a given environment
behave similarly, independent of the exponent µ (Fig.3(a)), ordinary diusion and all
superdiusive proesses exhibit the same quadrati derease of Dµ,c with ε in a xed
potential. For c = 1/2 (Fig.3(b)) only the superdiusive proesses exhibit an idential
response to a given potential, the response of the ordinary diusion proess diers. When
c is inreased beyond the ritial value the dierene between ordinary diusion and
Lévy ights beomes maximal and hanges qualitatively (Fig.4). In this regime ordinary
diusion proesses are still slowed down by the spatial inhomogeneity as opposed to the
Lévy ights whih exhibit an inrease in the diusion oeient with inreasing potential
strength and are thus aelerated. For small values of ε the numeris agree well with our
results obtained by the perturbation theory, above (i.e. (9)). Despite the fat, that for
all values of µ < 2, the urves ollapse on one single funtion, Lévy ights are sensitive
to the potential shape. The relatively pure performane of the random phase potential
(D on the Fig.3) is due to the nite size eets, whih does not onstitute an obstale for
the periodial potentials (A,B,C). Therefore we have omitted the results for the random
phase potential in ase c = 1 (Fig. 4).
The above onsiderations were restrited solely to the innite systems. A key
question is how these proesses behave in nite systems and to what extent nite size
eets play a role. Therefore we investigate the relaxation properties in nite systems
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Figure 3. Generalized diusion oeient Dµ,c as a funtion of the magnitude ε of
the saliene eld s(x) = exp[−εv(x)]. The funtion Dµ,c is shown for four types of
potentials, a osine potential (A), potentials with loalized maxima and minima, (B
and C, respetively) and a random phase potential (D). Potentials are displayed on
the top panel. Results for two values of the weight parameter c are presented on the
panel (a) c = 0 and (b) c = 0.5 orrespondingly. Dashed line and dash-dotted lines are
analytial results for µ = 2 and 0 < µ < 2 we obtained from perturbation theory (9).
Eah type of symbol orresponds to the one Lévy exponent: ◦ - µ = 0.5, ♦ - µ = 1.0,
△ - µ = 1.5,  - µ = 2.0.
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Figure 4. Generalized diusion oeient Dµ,c as a funtion of the magnitude ε of
the dierent saliene elds for the ase c = 1. The meaning of the symbols see aption
to Fig.3. In ontrast to diusive proesses, whih are attenuated, the superdiusive
ones are enhaned by inhomogeneity.
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Figure 5. The impat of the heterogeneity on the relaxation time of the proesses
δt ∼ gµ,c(λ/L) with dierent power-law exponents µ, in dependene on the size of the
system L for the osine potential with period λ. Gray lines denote the large sale limit,
aording to (9).
of length L. To this end we onsider the quantity
δτ = τ/τfree − 1,
where τ is the relaxation time of the proess and τfree is the relaxation time of
the same proess without spatial inhomogeneity. For the osine potential we obtain
δτ ≈ ε2gµ,c(λ/L), where gµ,c is dened in (8). See Fig.5 for three values of c = 0, 0.5
and 1. Small values of δτ orrespond to a small eet of the inhomogeneity. For c = 0
(Fig. 5(a)), the ordinary diusion proess exhibits the smallest value of δτ , whih implies
that in situations in whih the soure saliene is important, diusion relaxes fastest. On
the ontrary, for c = 1 (Fig. 5()) strongly superdiusive proesses (i.e. µ→ 0) exhibit
a small δτ . Only when both, soure and target possess an equal impat on the jump
rates (i.e. c = 0.5 (5(b)), δτ exhibits a minimum for intermediate values of the Lévy
exponent µ [15℄.
We onsidered the onsequenes of the relative weight of soure and target loations
in one-dimensional random walk proesses, evolving in inhomogeneous environment.
Our analysis revealed essential dierenes between superdiusive Lévy ights and
ordinary random walks when they our in regular and random spatial inhomogeneities.
Unlike ordinary random walks, Lévy ights an be aelerated when the inuene
of the target saliene is suiently large, whih may shed a new light on optimal
searh strategies in heterogeneous landsapes, and dispersal phenomena in population
dynamial systems and various physial and biologial ontexts.
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